


Manifesto Arcana Membership 

Welcome to Manifesto Arcana – A Declaration of  Mysteries.
If  you’ve ever wondered about the mysteries of  the universe, 

how to work with energy, why you’re here at this time, want to 
tap into your potential and personal power, discover new 
concepts and understand the current shifts we are going 

through…then this is the place for you! 

You’re unique and you are here, in this time, for a very special 
reason. 

What you can expect…
(The following items are Australian dollar currency) 

Please refer to the last page for more information on items

Regular emailed newsletter and blogging Free

Monthly Astrology Updates Free

Discounts on products and services 15%

Quarterly Questions – Tarot and Oracle 4 x $90 = $360

Access to exclusive video content $150
*For your eyes only. Not posted on YouTube*

Yearly Complimentary Product  $30
*Your choice of  selected products to sample*

Exclusive event videos and webinars $150

Total Value $690

Standard Yearly Membership Cost Aud$199



Manifesto Arcana – A Declaration of  Mysteries

What is life if  we aren’t fulfilled by meaning in all we do and 
striving to live our full potential?

How we work with energy and understand ourselves as 
transceivers is a major factor in our evolutionary 

advancement. We are given all the clues and information we 
need.  We just need to learn how to look, how to develop 

ourselves and how to work with what we find. 
I can help you there.

How do you step into abundance, success, prosperity, 
happiness, connection and purpose?

By reconnecting to your power, to your higher self. 

I open the door to a world you have not experienced yet...a 
world that is a natural part of  our existence...and is the key 

that unlocks opportunity. I open your eyes and your mind to a 
level of  understanding that shifts your energy and places you 

on the path to receiving.

All you need to do is be open to the possibility of  everything. 

This is about understanding there is much more to you than 
you realise and proactively developing your potential, allowing 

you to evolve your personal knowledge and level-up!  

Welcome to Manifesto Arcana 
Welcome to your evolution revolution!



A Few Quick Points & Some Important Things To Know

Membership

The membership is subject to approval and is finalised upon receipt of
the membership fee. The fee is paid yearly, by PayPal or bank transfer.
Once you have signed up, I will receive a notification to review your
membership. I will then come back to you with the payment details to
finalise the membership. Upon receipt of the payment you will have
access to the members area.

Refunds are subject to review and are discretionary as the
membership includes free products and services, incentives and is
already heavily discounted.

Intellectual Property

The training, the written material, the video content, the blog content,
the newsletter information and website material are all property
belonging to me, Rick-Michael King. I do not give permission for any
person to duplicate any of this material or content without my
knowledge or approval. So please be honourable and do the right thing
by everyone.

Policies and Privacy

Please be sure to read the policy and privacy pages on the website as
the above is a very brief statement of points. There is more detail and
additional items to review and it’s important that you are aware.

Courtesy and Respect

Please be kind and respectful in your conduct with myself and other
members. Nasty and disrespectful behaviour will not be tolerated. 
This isn’t social media and no trolls allowed. Membership and profiles 
will be deleted if  need be. 



Emailed newsletter and blogging

Regular newsletters will give you highlights, features and updates on new
content to the site. I will blog about all things mystical and metaphysical
including my own experiences relating to everyday occurrences. I also use
the blog as an opportunity to answer your questions too.

Monthly Astro updates

From moon cycles to eclipses to planetary movements and transits, I will
update you on celestial energy impacts and give tips on how to work with
the influences.

Discounts on products and services - 15%

You receive 15% off all products and services listed on my site, including;
readings, sessions, classes and merchandise.

Quarterly Questions – Tarot and Oracle

You receive a total of 4 card readings per year, each as a 30 min Zoom
session or emailed response (whichever is more convenient for us at the
time) to answer one pressing question you may have. Great for queries
around work, money, relationships or universal guidance.

Access to exclusive video content and exclusive events

This content will not be shown publicly and is for your eyes only. The
content includes but not limited to; interpreting astro events, universal
wisdom and guidance, channelled messages, divination and information
that is for your viewing only by private link to my YouTube channel
(settings can be fixed to private viewing).

The exclusive event videos will include training material, information
webinars and special subjects that have been created by me, incorporating
25 years of psychic work and corporate experience as a trainer and coach.

Yearly Complimentary Product

You choose a product from a selected range of merchandise to sample, for
free. You get to try before you buy and word of mouth is the best
advertising so if you like it tell a friend.


